Isospin relations are used to eliminate hadronic uncertainties in various CP asymmetries in 8 decays.
) is thus made possible [1] . Within the standard model, most processes get contributions from both treelevel and penguin amplitudes [2] . In b~ccs processes (e.g. , B~QXs) both amplitudes carry the same CKM phase; extracting sin2P from this asymmetry is free of hadronic uncertainties. In b -&uud processes (e.g. , B~sr~) the two amplitudes carry different CKM phases. It is expected that the contribution from the penguin amplitude is small (a few percent), but it could be larger than the naive expectation if the matrix element for the penguin operator is enhanced; extracting sin2o, from this asymmetry may suffer from hadronic uncertainties if this is indeed the case. For b~uus processes (e.g. , B~K~) the situation is even worse: not only do the tree and penguin amplitudes carry different CKM phases, but also they are expected to be comparable in magnitude (the tree process is strongly CKM suppressed). It has often been stated that clean information on CKM parameters cannot be extracted from this asymmetry.
Gronau and London [3] [4] . Nir and Quinn [5] have later shown that a more complicated isospin analysis could be used to separate the tree contribution to the asymmetry in modes such as B~Km, thus allowing a clean measurement of a from these modes as well.
In this work we attempt to complete the discussion for The Hamiltonian is of the form m=A",~, ', +-, 
The figure thus formed allows us to measure the angle between A+ and A +, up to an overall ambiguity which arises from the four possible orientations of the two triangles relative to their common side. (Figure 2 shows one possible orientation. ) We can rewrite Eq. (12) Measuring the ten decay rates gives all ten S;I and IS;I. Thus we can (in principle at least) measure the lengths of all the sides of both pentagons. This plus the conditions above determine the figure up to one parameter, which we can take to be the length of the penguinindependent quantity S&+S2. There are also three timeasymmetric quantities which can be measured in the three channels for neutral B decays. One of these is the usual CP asymmetry: 
The other two give [6] a+ =Im e A(SC'~+~0)= A(E:+~~')=X-, A (K+~+~) = --, 'X -Y+Z, A (Ic'~+~-) =+-, 'x+ l'+z, 
